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relevant , 
sake of their 
? it was for 
I in Goodman’s 
PAMPHLET* and

and
j

cacpoiffx for different kinds of ...------ — than
s

What ho
~io,n who

Comfort and Goodman arc characters 6f a very different kind, but their 
preoccupations are sinila.r.
and poets, while Goodman is
turned biologist.
resistance to war
authoritarian and coercive social institutions
become relevant for a generation which

t tine involved in public affairs
ag.

firs
found that the campaign
and tlion that a,
social and economic institutions
coercion and competition. The land of
called for years ago, and have not ceased to 
which has continually sealed about to 
against the bomb. The philosophy
that of the Comi'-iittco of 100.

essays ,
essays havenot
ain since,
tine to make those revisions which
nocos sary• Young fri end s 
today than when ho '..rote it,
of nuclear di Sanaa.
that ”At the end of the last war ho 
said is as valid and valuable today 
kept his head when all
to say to very young people

. THE ANARCHISM' OF ALEX7 CQIFORT. • * ; ‘ '
... i 3 the war , two young writers on cither, side of the Atlantic

publtLshod collections of their wartime essays# Their books had a similar tone and 
. character both wwo of social as well as literacy criticism, andthey even had- similar 

titles j Paul Goodman’s was called ’ ART AMD SOCIAL MATURE , Alc-x Cenfort s’ was called 
ART AMD SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. Goodman’s was put together ’ when I was having a di sag- 
nent vwth the Selective Service and was sot to go to jail, though this was entirely 
against both my prudent principles and my wishes ... my philosophical and political 
position was Lodging1 S Comfort’s was hritten when ,according to his publisher, ho had 
boccmo known as * an aggressive anti-militarist , having headed agitation against 
indis criminate bombing andhinsolf refusing military service. •• ’Prom now on , ’ ho 
declared , ’the deserter is every nan’s friend’

IToither book attracted much attention viion published but an intc-rsting 
thing has happened sincoj in the last years , both authors have frqucntly ha,d the sugg
estion put to then that those long out of print essays frcci obscure publishers and from 
a period of vhich little of, pemanont value awaits resurrection shculdbe reprinted 
It is as though, after a new generation ha.d gro\n up , people suddenly found then 

suddenly found that they ’ speak to ou± condition ’. TTor was it for the
ctiiicism of literature and the arts that the requests for reprints cane 
those more’ ephenorad’ essays which took the form of political manifestoes 
case for the five essays vhich formed part of his book called THE MAY 
in Comforts essays ART AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY and THE END OF A WAR

( October 1944 -) both of which had originally appeared in George Woodcocks magazine
NOW.

Goodmans May gamphlot has boon reprinted , together with some recent 
in a paperback ’Drawing the Lino’ ( Now York' Random House 1962)5 Comforts ' 

, partly because ho is conscious of 1 hovingg said the same things ag- 
and partly because his own programme of work is so full that he

after a lapse of almost twenty years,
of Goodman assure him that bis May Phanplct make

same things
o hasn’t 
he feels are 

s more sense 
andNicholas Waiter referring to Canfort as ’’the true voice 

anont; much more than that of Bertrand Russell or anyone else” remarks 
;rotc its obituary and drew its morale
as it was then, when he was a very young r:

around were losing thoirs, and I can think of nothing better 
who are trying to do the sane tldng eighteen years later.”

c<

both are novelists
i a

distinctive anarchicn of ids own in '.hich 
•ith the search for alternatives to 

the

Both bridge the so-called tv/o cultures,
a teacher turned psychotherapist and Comfort is

Each has evolved a
and war preparation is combined with th

This is the reason why they have
, after the snug ninotoon-fiftios, became for the
tliroupji the campaign for nuclear,disarmament, 

ninst the bomb was inevitably a campaign against the state 
campaign a,gainst the state became a

based on partivipation and co-operation rather
\.ar resistance :/ldch those tow anarclist.

advocate since, is precisely the,kind
grow; from the radical wing of the campaign.

;hich Canfort set out in October 1944 is precisely

physicion

V -i

programme,

Twc__writors and _thqir tprogrammos

condensed rather crudely, is a.s follows:

ft
Beth those ■.niters have at one time or another felt inrpclled to sot cut 

sone form of programme, and it is interesting to compare than.' G odman prefaces his 
(in THE MAY PAMPHLET) with throe preconditions: (a) It is essential that cur 
programme can, with courage and mutual encouragement and mutual aid, be put into 
effect by our own effort, to a dogreo at once and progressively more and more, 
without recourse to distant party or union decisions (b) The groups must be small, 
because mutual aid is cur common human nature mainly • ith respect to tnese with 
whom va deal face to face (c) Our action must bo aimed not, as Utopians, at a future 
establishment^ but (as nillonarians, so to speak) at fra.ternal arrangements today, 
nrc,9Tcssivol?;’ incorporating more and more of the social functions into our. free 
soci ety
His

5.

1
2

Satisfactory v/ork, industrial doccntralisaiion, workers’ control.
Standard of living to bo ba-sod on subsistence and humane v/cll-bcxng insteal of 
exploitative institutions and coercive advertising.
Provide opportunity for ”tlio sexual ^.ratification of adolescents. This is
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*

4

5

6

’J.

4

5>

arc

Against the bomb
•«

1

4.

v/c vill act."

2.

*

lc prevent me pattern cl' coercion ana tuiu&ori'Cy Iren ro-

is worth attempting, and 
itself, as o. means of bring

Like Goodman, whoso works
ideas flow from one field of his 
a fund of ideas as a result of my varicu 
sphere is most appropriate

Those have
often to the 

society which they are attacking, but it is hard 
A Tide spread growth of spontaneous experiment 

serious competitor to the less satisfactory 
and influence it as much as experimental rehabilitation

✓

s controlled break-up of largo city .aggregates, 
, with decentralisation of largo units. ' 
sociality into the place where character- 

Tho value of this

ticn of institutions, co operation not 
individuals. Such prooccupation s 
opportunity arises,

of women’s
, radio talk on the chang ing 

in with the unlikelicst of
Can fort never lots those

whether it is a public discussion of Britain’s morals or an 
on oar lies maturity. Hoving boon concerned with anti-war

society and of the results 
hero is educational, through

social

specifically
It may involve not only individual therapy but 

o can underhake through writing, speaking and 
activity, such as the onecur-

g in the midst of an alienated 
as guilty or conspiratorial such illegal acts 
»•« On the otlior hand, we must

a son against o

my of life ...
as spring from 

see that many acts commonly 
legal and oven meritorious are treason against our natural society, 

if they involve us in situations whore wo cease to have personal responsibility 
end concern for the consequences.’1
nWo must progressively abstain from whatever is connected with the war... If wo 
are to have peace, it is necessary to wage the poo.ee. Otherwise, when their war 
comes, wo must also hold ourselves responsible for it.”

Cctifort’s progrOT-ic (in AUTHORITY AND DELINQUENCY IN THE MODERN STATE)is followed, by 
the observation that
Direct pressure through the noclxanisa of parliamentary parties doos not figure in 
this list of aims. There arc those who t.111 fool that such a,n omission is nerverso. 
On the other hand, it is doubtful, on the grounds which have boon set cut in this
book, whether progress through the institutional pattern
whether a more revolutionary approach is not valuable in
home our point.
His
!•

vzero discussed
w;ork to another. Ho says

s activities and then use them in whichever 
o For instance, I wzas studying the colours of horses’

coats in the Stud Book frem a genetic point of view, as part of my research 
ageing. Thon I found myself using the different cclcurs of women’s hair as a theme 
in a poem". Another by-product of the sane research was a,
fashions in the names given to horses, viiich provided
pretexts to bring in the topic'of nuclear disarmament.
opportunities slip,
article in the press

programme, again condensed, is as follows;
Measure to increase public awnroness of the state of
of research into human social psychology. The focus
the explanation ff the mechanics of specific problems such as war or
neuro si s • •.

Fundamental experiments in communal living and control of resources.
a dan on strati on value out of all proportion to their size. They arc
criticisn that they depend on the
to see why they should not do so.
of this kind is likely to prove a
institutional apparatus, ,
lias influenced penology.
Specific pressure, towardo <
increased workers centre 1 in industry,
Concentrated propaganda to introduce
formation takes places, the family and the school. The value of this typo of 
instruction has boon proved by the striking change in ideas of parental and 
educational discipline during the last twenty years.
Individual psychiatry ... The task of adjustment is notthc rcasetion of
centralised morale and of acquiescence, but tlio building of a morale based on 

negative resistance to bad institutions and positive determination to experiment 
in social living sc that they can bo superseded^ Tliis is the most

revolutionary part of our work.
such measures of propa„grinda as w
living. It may involve specifically revolutionary activity, such
agemont of direct resistance to delinquent authority and the withdrawal of
scientific support from projects involving secrecy, the sup res si on of information, 
and the abuse of technology for war purposes.

The tone as wzcll as the content of these two programmes are similar, and they 
reflected very closely in the approach to amrehien of contributors to thiis 

journal, and in the topics discussed by the nov/cst generation of anarchists. One of 
the now student groups for instance'defines its field thus? ’’Wcgano interested in. 
workers’ control of industry, child—centred education, the abolition of the punitive 
element in justice, Jho increased dcccntro-lisa.
competition, the maximum sol f-do tormina ticn cf 
allow plenty of scope for action^ and when the

in Anarchy 11 Comfort is a mon whose" 
of himself, ”1 build up

essential in order _ _ __________________ _ _
emerging no matter w^iat the political change has been".
In small groups wo must exorcise direct initiative in community problems of 
personal concern to ourselves (housing, community plan, schooling, etc.) The ' 
constructive decisions of intima.te concern to us cannot be delegated to repres
entative government and bureaucracy.
Group psychotherapy so that "livin
wo no longer regard
common human nature 
regarded as



propaganda all, his adult life 9 he has never ceased to sock out now ways of getting a 
hearing. In 19^0 ho wrote an official looking leaflet ( published by PPU) called 
Civil Defence —— "What you should do now, which was subject of angry questions in the 
House of Coixions because of what the Hone Secretary called its 1 subversive1 character 
In 1953 9 s,t the meeting that launched the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament , he 
declared 5

1 ’ Much as bb'on said a.bcut a summit conference© Sanity is always hardest to 
restore at the summit-- the air there is rarifiod. It scans to affect the brain©
Wo can reassert at the base. The people must take over©

I do not see the parties giving an answer to the hundreds of people of all 
persuasions who are asking what they individually can do to reassert the rulced sanity 
Thoissue is onofor direct action.n

Hq was one of those original riaabors of the Cranittco of 100 who wore 
sentenced to a- month’ s ir.1prisonr.1ont for organising the Trafalgar* Squa.ro sit-down 
his voice has been frequently hoard on the pirate'radio station Voice of Nuclear 
Disarmament, he was arrested, for stielding up anti-brab posters , andis the author 
of 0. collection of anti-bomb songs called ARE YOU SITTING CQIFORTABLY? Fir him the 
important tiling about the campaign is that it lias ma.de people vocal, has ma.de them ask 
questions , and has brought them .ut on the street. 9 * 11 The people learn slowly, and 
learn 'incompletely 11 he wrote nineteen years a.go, n They ranain scnna.bulists, but the 
pressure of the times moves than ” And in that raiarka.blo war-tine manifesto ho 
concluded n Then enough people respond to the invitation to die , not with a. salute 
but with a snack in the mouth, and the mention of war onptiod the factories and fills 
the streets , wo na.y bo a.blo to talk a.bout freedom. n

legal

*

%

9

or at least
their

feelings " and 
anted child.n The 

instruction to the

ha.vo enjoyed in childhood
have boon denied us .
many an a.ttcmpt to cast
of their own and
rarely quite the sane fanta.sies
of riva.l producers.
himself , who need t-.r c nip lin ent ary*’ wives and wench wh 
need two craflir.icnta.ry husbands
monta.ry love-objects© If wo insist first that this is immor
al or ’ unfaithful1 , and second / that sliculd it occur 
thor/) is an obligation to each lovo- object to insist on 
exclusive rights , w’o merely add unnecessary difficulties 
to a probl an which niglit have presented nene ,
presented fewer, if anyone wore permitted to solvo it in

SEX WITHOUT GUILT
The other subject on which Comfort’s views gained a certain notoriety 

is of course , the over interesting topic of soxua>l relations, loss through his books 
( see list on ba.ck page ) than as a result of a. Sunday night television discussion© 
Here he summed up his code on sexual behaviour in the words of Bertrand Russell1 s. 
definition of the good life? that it should bo inspired by levo and directed by int
elligence, and the two aspects to vhich ho applied this approach wore the sexual lifos 
of adolescents, add monogamy. The font that sox is still regarded as a ’ proLlon’ is 
the major negative acheivoeont of Christianity , ho suggested© 11 Wo midit as well make 
up our minds that chastity is
that teenage lova.iald.ng does not stop short of copulation
" chastity1’ , nobody inculcates
behaviour. His moral'injunctions - w’i
television programme- arc
11 Thou shalt under no circumstances
technical requiraaent is
young oxi the intelligent

11 Wo mi glit as
no more a virtue than malnutrition1’ Now everybody knows 

. , but because the myth of 
the simple and. obvious and technical rales of sexual 

bdch Have become quite well known thanks to this 
11 Thou sha.lt not exploit another person’s 

s , cause the birth of an un
cf course 11 sox cduca.tion’1 should include 
and correct use of foolproof contraceptives

1 Th© reference to ’ commandments ’ led Maurice Ca.rstairs to question
Wily, as ad anarchist, Comfort was proscribing miles, to vhich ho replied that a 
philosophy of freedom daxmded higher sta.nda.rds of personal responsibility than a 
boloif in authority© The lack of ordina.ry prudence and chivalry which could often bo 
observed in adolescent sexual behaviour today was proscisoly the result of proscribing 
the code of chastity which did net make sense, instead of principles which a.ro’ 
’■'immediately intolligiblo and acceptable to any sensible youngster11.

But the observation vhich won him the Da.ily Mirror headline ” TV
Doctor's Amazing Sox Talk 11 was his definition of a chivalrous boy a.s one who 
takes contraceptives with him when he goes to noct his girlfriend©

He was oquaJly provocative when he cane to talk of adult sexual 
relationships. A good many marriages and a good many personalities , ho suggested 
require an ’ adulterous ’ prop to keep yhai on their feet. Hie extended life span 
in modern Western society means that 11 till Dea di doo us part ” is , as he put it 
” a hell of a long tine” and the concept of romantic love places a. very heavy 
strain on marriage© ( Ho refers of course to the relationship than rather the 
istituticn).

n In choosing.a partner vzo try both retain the relationships v;o 
/andto recoup Ourselves for fantasies i-hich •

Mato*- selection accordingly becomes for
a. particular part in a fantasy production 

since both parti.os ha.vo the sa.no intention but 
, the result may well bo a. duel 

There a.ro mon as Stanley Spencer said of

, or at lea.st two un-crapli-

Squa.ro
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preconceived ideology either of man or

vhb was rooted in thocightoonth century spirit 
“A OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 

sought to give 
modern social 
with the words 
anarchist case*

with approval uro God van,
( and vho is described in the ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

thofirst political pyschclogista ) and Kropotkin, vho consciously 
hi on' a- scientific basis ( and vho Comfort calls h the founder of 

long quotation from Malatcsa
n. statement of the 

1!

” Thegvin which modern english readers are likely to got from Indiah orotic 
literature is precisely of ibis kind ... what is profitable to then - and us - in spite 
of tlio distance of time and culture which soparoAos us from Sanderit literature , is 
the contrast in attitudes - acceptance and pleasure \hore wo have for
taught to look for danger and guilt.”

♦
The anarchist reader who presumably takes a,ll this for granted will notice 

in comparing BARBARISM AND SEXUAL FREEDOM , or SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR IN SOCIETY., with 
Confort’s most recent utterances on sex, tint his opinion have apparently become more 
radical. When I put this to him , ho replied that it vas not so much his opinions 
'that.ho,cl changed - altlicugh the arrival of the contraceptive pill had altered the sit 
-uation>- has his manner of expressing then n In offering advice to people , especially 
thoyoung, you incur a responsibility , vhich considering the weird use that people 
do ixiko of your advice , is pretty heavy.n The young arc making their own sexual 
^evolution whether their elders like it or not and Comfort’s point is that they should 
bo supported and armed as well as being given ^ome a,rareness of the emotional rea
ctions of tile opposite sex.

Comfort notes in his book DARWIN AND THE NAKED LADYthat 11 the a,ctual content 
pf sexual behaviour probably changes much loss between culture than the individual’s 
capacity to enjoy it without guilt” and he boloivcs that Western society is beginning 
io get aw.y from the ” oporativ ’’ view of sox • Ho anguos in the introduction to 
THE KOKA^ SHASTRA AND OTHER > MEDIAEVAL INDI/1N WRITING ON LOVE that the function of 
erotic literature is not vicarious stimulation but reassurance^

What links Comforts attitude to war resistance and his attitude to sexual 
frooden is the notion of personal and social responsibility • This, andliis .. • f? r
confidence in scientific method arc* at the root of his anarchism , which is based on 

a few quite staple propositions vhich have recurred frequently , with variations, in 
his work over the last twenty years 9 in his fiction and poetry as much as in his 
’’sociologLcad’” writings. The first ( as set out in his series of broadcast talks THE 
PATTERN OF THE FUTURE) is that Western society has ” grovzn out of and beyond ” the 
Chris tian tradition, into a. now tradition of thought vhich demand ” the evidence to 
support statements , evidence of thoir conformity to the same tests of reality vhich 
vzo employ in scientific study or in everyday life” , the tradition , that is ,of 
scientific humanism. ’ Humanism does not fimulate ten commandments . It formulates 
one only. Han’s survival depends on the outcome of Ids struggle* with a, morally neutral 
universe , and on the maintenance of responsibility between men. Do nothing vhich 
increases the difficulties which any individual has to face 3 andloavo notliing undone 
vhich increases the difficulties vhich any individual has to face and leave nothing 
undone vhich diminishes them” ^here the orthodox morality has sanction in scientific 
fact, he once wrote in FREEDOM, ” I will support it whore it has not , a now noro,lity 
must bo devised vhich has 9 ” z

Thisis the position vhich leads him to anarchismj ” I write as a anarch
ist, that is , as one vho rejects the conception of power in society as a force 
vhich is both anti social and unsoundin terms of general biological principle. If I 
have any r.iotaphysica.l and otlvicaJ rule on vhich to base my idoas, it is that of human 
solidarity and mutual aid rgainst a hostile environment. ’

Comfort claims tha,t his annrhism is founded in his scientific approach 
and consequently it is not surprising that those anarchist thinkers of the past vho
zhcr.1 ho cites
of rational enquiry
as n •
anarchiai a
ecology1’) Only Comfort could introduce a.
Malatesta, though not a social psychologist , vives- a 
vhich is possible more balanced than any since Godwin

«

Modern sociology , ho says , in AUTHORITY AND DELINQUENCY'; ” would seen 
to uphold tile libertarian- anarchist rather than the totalitarian institutional conc
eption of social change , though it doos so with marked reservations” and ho continues 

•I
”If the word ANARCHISM as a. name for the attempt to

the ccntraJisod and institutional towards the social and ’ lifo orientated’ society 
, or suggests a
accept it. No branch of science can afford to ally ' 

, with emotionally detoiriinod ideas of human' Con
or with psychopathic attitudes. On the other hard suggested alternative— 

’biotochnic civilisation’ (Munford), ’ para-prinitivc society’ ( G.R. Taylor) - have 
little advantage boy ord their novelty, an acknowlogo none of the debts which vzo owe* to 
pioneers. 1
undefinabie idea of freed on. 

If therefore the intervention of sociology in modern affairs'tend to 
propagate a fom of anarchism , it is anarchism based on observational research., which

carries irrational implications 
of society , vzc noy hesitate to 
itself with revolutionally fantasy 
tact , <

ji o t o chni c ci vi 1 i sa ti on ’ (Mun ford)

Free Society’ is equally undesirable for its inpertation of an cr.iotivo and
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s . I have 
to social 
to favour mtist 
both a poli- 
reasserting

• revolution of this kind is net a single act of redress
a continual human activity whoso objectives recede as it pregro-

experimental and tentative rather than dogmatic and Messianic
ion it recognises the revolutionary process as eno to which no further limit can bo 
imposed - revolution of this kind is net a single act of redress or vengeance followed 
bya golden ago , but
ssc-s.

AUTHORITY AND DELINQUENCY IN THE MODERN STATE? Uhich is
approach to the problem of power.” is undoubtedly Canfort’s most important contrib 

ution to anarchist thought. i
upt mon seek power and he socks to provide evidence for 
well as totalitarian societies tend to
'individuals who are potentially or actually anti- 
-ibos it as a text-book. If it is, it must be the 
injunction that "
Cliristian virtue"
atod in Comforts

" Tile present age is an age , in England 
onarios. Revolution -j_^s nineteenth century significance
people against a particular institutional su
off than it has over been. Hie depression of di 
ern of politico.! rofom isfully justified
life v.ill involve ’ revolutionary ’
at least as strenuous and exacting 
should not bo allowed, to

has little in common with older revolutionary theory besides its objectives. It rests 
upon standards of scientific assessment to wliich the propagandist and acticnist ele
ments in nineteenth century revolutionary thought are highly inimical• It is also ' 

;is a theory of rovolut-

subtitled " A criminolo£p.cal
.0- ' 

Its theme is not merely that power corrupts but that ci>rr-
■ the view that democratic , as

select for'executive and legislative office
social delinquents. Its author dose 
onljc text-book to contain the

Obedience in modern societies is more often a hideous vice than a y 
. This bock’s insistence on a ’ sociological ’ anarchism is ro-itor- 
most recent book SEX IN SOCIETY. '

age is an age , in England, of <* very depressed rovoluti-
xj, , a mass movement of the

system and in support of another seem farther 
ose who wish to revert to this patt-

That the application of sociology to
action by the mass of individualsm which may prove 
aS that envisaged by the older revolutionaries,

obscure the difference between the new and the old...
Writers on political revolution tend to distinguish between two types 

, the revolutionary ahd. the reformist , \
based upon the accoptmco of radical change
pudiing aix1. pulling of oxistong institutions

rather similar division exists in constructive sccielegy.
which wc live, wo havo to distinguish between objectives
that an approach to sexual adequacy is only cne facet of

adequacy, end that social change of the typo which recent
involve positive solutions of the problem of power in society, 
tical and a scciclcgical
that attempts to secure such reform throu^a the existing mechanises of government 
are likely to be a waste of time, and to incur tho same failure as that of tne ic.eais 
of the french and Russian revolutionaries, ^he only intelligible basis for social 
change lies in the modifiaction of individual attitudes and the encouragement of 
resistance to irrational authorities.

by which they moan tho approach 
, and the.approach based 
into the
In educating
and palliative
the approach
work appears

Tliis is
justified inobjective , and wrc arc fully ,

of attitude 
to a problem 
the gradual

C -
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ANARCHISTS AS EDUCATORS
But mere do wo as anarchists fit into all this? Uhat does he recomm

end us to do ? cofort’s answer appears in the passage from his anarchist summer 
school lecture which Ian Stuart quoted in his article AITARCHISI AND CRIME in ANARCHY 
32, ” Personally I would like to see more of us, those who can , take training in 
social sciences or engaging in research in this field. I do not want ±0 turn anarchism 
into a sociological Fabien Society , from which non-scientists are excluded. I want 
to see something done which has not been done before - a concerted , unbiassed and 
properly documented attempt to distribute accurate teaching of the results of modern 
child psychiatry, social psychology and political psychology to tho general public on 
tho same scale as wo have in the past tried to disseminate revolutionary propaganda." 

Some anarchists took this advice seriously  a byproduct of tho
result can. be seen in. some of the authoritative material wliich has been publislicd 
in tills journal, but in fact he is asking tho anarchists to bo what they have
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a°lo frcn the emerging sciences of criminology and psychology,
audience of werld.ng3.on in Paris.lt vjas the role of the anarchist
XL ___ _•_____ ____________ i__. _ r» jji_ i._ i _ i _ n . _ _______ ___________ _• —J______

anarchisa reading to their illiterate follow-villagers
<

mentioned hy Danilo Dolci who opened the eye

short cut like the office
system of ideas boccnes 

f-rng-Tented and. imperfectly ccnprehcndcd the victor it is held.Wo 
__  ■ ■ arc in any case only one of the forces
ocioty.If we want a touchstone7for cur own conduct and atttitudos we could

always been.: educators as well as agitators. To take a phrase of Comfort’s out of 
context - "Godwin tried to do precisely tins in Caleb WiIlians and St.Loon.If ho 
did not make anarchism popular at least ho inspired Shelley." Kropotkin’s cost' 
penetrating observations on crir.ro and punislment using the latest material avail- o n _ j?»___ ___ i v * • —.

- - — wore made to an
; element among the

"ussian narodniks of the last century,of the' obroros conscientos of Spanish rural 
o __ ______   _ or the anarchist*penny

teacher’ remembered by Arturo Baroa in lladrid, or we Sicilian anarchist prisoner 
mentioned by Danilo Dolci vho opened the eyes of his follows to the printed word', 
or the wandering anarchists of Latin America bridging the gulf between the Europ
ean and mestizo population and the Indios with their message: "Build a school and 
start a Union" In our own sooicty our task is more sophist! cat cd, but just as urgent. 
In ’educating the society in which we live' we nay well find that since we arc
few and they are wo have to educate the educators. Certainly if every teacher,
social worker or psychiatrist who reads .Authority and Delinquency and Sox In Society 
wore to apply those two books’ implications in daily practice,a revolutionary social 
change would bo set in notion. Comfort poses other questions for the anarchist,on 
liis relationship with a. non-anarchist society.Writing in Frcodom(9.l2.50) ho observes 
that:

n The political dissident in a society has a positive rclationsliip to that 
sccioty^as vrc have in our ovo^tut it is a resented and therefore a limited 
one«Perhaps the best example of a minority setting out to change a culture. 
i.n vfcich it has to livo?vzithout accepting a limited relationship of this kind 
has been the Quaker movementoSocial psychiatry of the typo vhich I think is 
our oblipfiticn depends increasingly upon a group relationship uith other in
dividuals vzho de not share our convictions9but vho know thcr^selves to be 
accepted as individuals,and anarchism as an individualistic view of society, 
is today the only non-roligtous ideology capable of doing this* ”

Obviously,if wo ever do succeed in transforming anarchism from a minority sect into 
a social force v/e are going to bo faced with this kind of problem,not because of our 
willingness to participate in political pressure groups like the. campaign for the 
abolition of capital pi? ni. sbirront, or the abortion law reform as so elation, nor because 
wo want to use the political and gcvcrnmontal machine as a 
holders of the CNT in Spain in 1956,but because any idea or 
a li.ttlo muddied and
have to rem amber that as Malatosta put it, we a 
acting in s1  • 
not do better than to- adopt the principle suggested by Cy a.ifort in The Right Thing 
To Do.

" Hwian beings are social as long as they recognise one another as 
human beings. At the personal level wo have certain co’.mon ground, for 
our social actions.Once that relationship breaks down in a,ny society 
and particularly if wo begin to treat institutions and conceptions as 

' if they wore human individuals, to individur-lizo a. group to which wo 
belong,and transfer our responsibility for cur neighbour to it,thcn« 
social senses show increasing signs of breakdown,and wTo arc loft \ith 
a moral deficiency covering cur wiiolc public conduct,however well wo 
may behave in our homo or cur street.And when. I have to decide hew far
I cm accept the directions and the laws of a centralized state.as gu
ides to my conduct I have to ranomber that a centralized state is. one 
of those staffed substitutes for responsibility.Powor in society is a 
product,not of responsibility crystallized,but of group aggression.«o..-. 
The greater the concentration of authority,the greater the strain* on 
those who accept it, the greater the likelihood that psychopaths vd.ll 
cenc to the top,and that these viio do come to the top vd.ll bo psychu- 
pathic* * o * "

Paris.lt
crir.ro


’’Turning and. turning in a widening gyro,
The falcon cannot hoar tho falconer.
Things fall apart, the centre cannot hold
Moro Anarchy is loos'd upon the world 
The blood-dimrmcd tide is loosed and everywhere 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned 3
TL10 host lack all conviction while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity. 
Surely some revelation is at hand,
Surely the second caning is at hand.”

W.B. Yeats
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Bob Dylan has put it mere concisely - tho times they are a-chongin 
in that poem were right-wing >ond mystical in fact, but it happens

s we now feel about tho changing
m sure, fool to bo affecting our culture,

I want in this tall-: to try to examine
2

is worth doing is I think
kind, tho one we

re mixed blessing, 
of tho

to be at least as 
s was tho Romantic Revolution or the 
, it affects feelings and those are 

changes in the tines are pushing whole 
s preconceptions as radically altered.

I think, greater practice in 
a bettor chance of a discursive understanding 

as it happens. And if we can understand what is hap;.cning at tho 
we rni^it Just possibly be able to make tho consequences of the change 

Wo might, in other words, be able to organize more Blokes and Beethovens and

a real phenomenon 
_ Well, the same goes for the

All one can say is that however much you argue in detail there is a 
It’s rather like flying over the San. Andreas fault in an 

. Tho discontinuity is there for all to see end 
Renaissance view different ideologically from the 
century, but that the world, viewed through new
pjt, actually camo out looking different from each 
come to look different exactly as tho world can, I 
kittens if thoy me reared in horizontally or

The change in sensibilities wo are living through is probably going 
radical, end it could bo as multiple in its effects n
Renaissance. Because it is a change in sensibilities
expressed first and explained later. As before,
genera,tions into seeing the world and tho world’
Unlike tho late eighteenth century, however, wo have now got, 
our own natural liistory, and therefore we have i_
of what is happening as it happens. And if wo can understand ;diat i 
discursive level
selective

which this
it is a 

obvious if \jq consider the nature of the last 
the Romantic Movement. Those large 
last such change on tho present scale 
century gave us, and I pick them at 
republicanism, the United States,

, the largo orchestra, Robespierre 
would ha,vo been

change in
response.
groat stepwise
changes in our
Uli ch occurred
random, Blake,
nationalism, tho democratic facade, modern industrialism, the largo orchestra, 
and modern painting. Few of these I think would have boon accurately foreseeable in 1780 
and very few of then would have boon accurately assessable in 1800 even though some of than 
were physically present. The holding of seminars to unburden one’s anxieties a.bout the 
future wasn’t an 18th contuxy ha,bit and I have failed to find in the literature any marked' 
contemporary discussion of tho future in the years after 1770, if you leave out the predic
tions of revolutionaries like Tom Paine, or mystics like Blake who, although they foresaw 
that change was caning, sn,w its outline as little accurately as Yea.ts did in his poem. 
18tli century typos who were actually passing through this Romantic climacteric realised that 
sensibility was changing and. life was feeling different but they couldn’t have written a 
balanced account of exactly what the changes were. Yet, within 50 years, a whole new style 
of human experience talcing off from tho shoulders of tho old had introduced all those things 
which I Just listed and a groat many others. Mow, I don’t want to dc..;rivo future thesis' 
writers in this University of material, when they attempt to work out in plain tho inter
relations between all those assorted phenomena. The Romantic Movement is still a favorite 
thesis subject. Relationships there certainly are between them, and they make a whole, even 
when tho phenomena, are directly opposite in direction. The point I am making is that hero 
was experience and a reaction totally different from what ha,d gone before, and if weoare on 
tho lip of a change as radical it would bo profitable, I think, to apply ourselves to 
anticipate its form. There's no problem identifying a change of this kind rotrospectively 
when it’s over. It does involve a complete shift in tho style of a culture, whether that 
stylo is expressed or Judged as music, science or politics. All these things change together 
and you Just can’t identify tho chicken end the egg® Ono can’t, I think, easily confuse 
13th century with Ramantic poetry or parnting. There are, of course, artists like Salvator 
Rosa, who wore romantics before their time, but Erwin Panovsky has lovingly documented tho vnyj 
in which tho modi oval treatment of classical subjects differs from tho Renaissance treatment. | 
There hah been before that a lot of argument whether the Renaissance w,s
or whether it vns something we’d invented retrospectively. Well, the same
romantic movement.
definite bump as you go owror it. 
aeroplane^ you can see tho landscape change 
in fact wo can see that not only vns the 
medieval, and time romantic from tho 18th 
concepts of perspective, for example, in
of -those cliangos of sensibility. It had 
understand, bo made to look different to 
vertically striped environments.

Yeats’ intentions 
the words chimo remarkably 

sensibility and tho changing stylo, 
, and which v/o find difficult at 

i some of the forms
or rather same of tho con si dor options to which

well with tho anxieties
which most of us, I’:
this stovgo to analyse.

sensibility might take
That this

change of this
sensibility a
in tho last thirty years
Napoleon, Beethoven, the guillotine 

, modern industrialism 
Few of these I think



between what w-c hope will happen and what i

f ever Rob c spi err os.
3nll the concerns either of the pre-Ranantic 1770’s or °f 
lave today. Today it is matters such as
justice? the exploration of inner space,
is very much vdth the more general project
exposition is precisely that a revolution of this sort 
nuch easier to live that it is to expound. And also w 

is

Nov; it’s perfectly easy and possible to make up a list of what I would 
the many rovolutionarios whom wc 

s ecology, participation, many aspects of social
and so forth and so on. But I don’t think it helps .

The reason that wo arc in very great need of 
starts as a change in feeling. It is 

And also we have to distinguish all the time 
likely to happen.

U

t

'i

stakes

s

ox. ori one ingo th er 
so far had few ex- 
of past revolutions
And it is given to 

I think Beethoven’s 
as different as

To an anarchist, leftwing figures 
this
tide of , 
purposes.

as ^civilians have been virtually present, through television, at 
, and though some of than

they food so rapidly into our media and into our way of life that - 
vast numbers of people can apprehend them oven if they don’t understand them or even if they 
got than practically wrong -
even if they hadn’t in detail read Peine end Rousseau, 
underground, overtaken by this vast input of change, 
verbalize accurately end it is hard to give an indication of dv.t one is 
than by simply shouting
ponents as lucid as those of the past revolutions, because the exponent 
wore usually writing afterwnrds or at a much later
few people living through a- revolution to see the 
analysis ; 
Marcuse’s

r»

For that reason the totality of the change han 
s 

stage of the process, 
rholo of the pattern, 

and Robespierre’s analysis of what was going on would have been 
or Governor Regan’s analysis of what is going on today.

di sa
when it isn’t. I think this ib important because, unlike the 

, whatever it ultimately comes to contain, is likely to prove as 
art or in human self estimates^ in font it may abolish politics, 
s its exponents are often muddled, a

s<
i such ns

We 
not, 
as 
public

as the public of 1790 apprehended now concepts of civil liberty 
Both for the ana-domic and for the 

it is easier to recognize than to

oty of experiences which arc basically novel. This 
If wo take a visual 

the sensation of flight. Most of us have had a 
as the song says, We’ve seen the 

a non-visual topic in

like Castro or Ho Clii'Minh look loss like pillars of 
than like vjith-it and intelligent old-style politicians carried on a 

like all revolutionaries, they use for their own ideological 
' “ Now,

single developments or single ideological theses which contributed 
one could, as an alternative, and I’m going to, ‘take a line straight 

sscssaont of' human pcrsona-lity, a now ray of 
cal 1 self-expression, the emergence Qi a

and
and v/c could identify 

wo see vast and 
imply solf-propaga-ting. 

, ns often as 
essential, but authority is 

s by witloss 
Even the pigs arc no

Revolutions arc triggered \hcn enough people suddenly realize that they themselves
the current emperors have no clothes on. I think this is the case now,
a, good many of the factors vfiich work to bring about that situation todays'
mindless technical e:cportiso, sane of it humane but some of it s
sec largely uncontrolled dangers which face the entire race and which arise
simply through failing to foresee than. Central planning is essential,
irrationa-1 md vicious as ever, and it’s bolstered up in privileged countries
affluence, a sort of profitless inflation at the prosperity level.
longer able to provide bacon, for which past generations ma-intarned them, and in aJLl 
countries wo have a grovdng educated public which has not boon consulted but which now rightly 
insists on having its vny and is resistant to traditiona,l manipu ration. That I think is the 
real crunch and I think it is the basis of the root and branch opting out of educated youth. 
Faced with it, older mentors (and I suppose I’m one of than) are a,pt to bo sympathetic5 they 
expect the opting out to bo coherent and rational all the time, and then they arc disa-ppointod 
or angry on my occasion when it isn’t. I think this ib important because, unlike the
Romantic Revolution, tins one
effective in politics as in
And though like tlio Romantics its exponents ano often muddled, and faddy, and Utopian, and 
easily diverted, because they’re human* I don’t sec them being readily Napoleonizcd. The 

are too big and the emphasis on issues such ns environmental politics is a- potential 
fa-ctor in determining an abolition of traditional politics ns total, perhaps, as the a-bolition 
of the Divine Right of Kings and of aristocrats. Those tilings didn’t go because they vroro 
oppressive5 they vzent because they became nonsenses rather than abuses. And tha/c is ao,pponing 
to much of politics today.

renewed awaroness
popular courage which,

But then again the same could have been said of Robespierre and Danton
instead of pa-rticularizing
to the Romantic movement, one could, ns an alternative
through it aid say that it represented a new a
seeing tilings, the emergence of scmctliing wo now
Promethean ’view of man a,s being in conflict \.ith the universe and in conflict very often with 
himself, and of the idea of this conflict as a productive force. I don’t fed much confidence 
at the idea of anyone including myself now being competent to conduct a- full-scale predictive 
ana-lysis of the changes v/liich wro ore having take pla-co in ourselves today, but v;c can take a 
line through those in the same way and say that, at the heart of the new cliangc in tac
feeling of life, there is, I think, an issue o? finding ways, within the culture, of achieving 
a viable nia-rriagc between our hearts and our heads. It is a, matter of attempting to fin d an 
emotional technology as sophisticated as our present enthusiasm for manipulating naburo. Aw- 
that would, of course include both vzhat uc call science and what we call politics.

Behind the change lies a great vario
Ls the same in the Renaissance and the some in the Romantic Movement.
example of cur own then a- new experience is
birdseye view of a city which our ancestors didn’t havcj
clouds iron both sides now. With film most of us can intuitively sec
terms cither of successive francs or of continuous motions at the experiential level, unlike 
our forefathers in 1914? we
the Vietnam wrn. Besides those there a.rc concepts which arc novel
are difficult concepts,
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in which wo have cone to live
Those probl ms
so. Wo have to
understood thm,
the Newer World

•y

nd the 
st an 

language - discursive

the technology they have got 
of altering their environment,

9

01 a z: 
matt (.yrs, 
in t,ho hands

definition of humanness 
the nan os on 
by the first

We have to 
without benefit 
sensibility begin 
we undertake9

remember, first of all, that the 1
of Marx and Freud but even without benefit of Bar-in. Any new change now 
s with a, concept of Man as

which is

, cvull x went you to imagine 
those of your ancestors - father, grandfather, 

suming you knew thorn. The bottom of the first column would 
and the bottom of the first page would take you back into

/adical change i
can go some

of people like Mancuso to include all of these tilings.
sensibility alone

doesn’t automatically of course make itself politically
s as against Robespierres, and it doesn’t preclude disas
in favour of relatively successful project
All of these tilings arc in the balance,

or even cur ideology, but related to the way
both from inadvertence and from errors of judgment.

anarchist, and they’ll go on doing
s, as ro’vc always 
even when the nature of

sense of that timescale is common property I don’t know. What is signifi 
is tho proportion of human formative history during which there must have obtained the 
virtually unchanging and highly conservative conditions of an existence probably very like 
that of the Kalahari bushman or the Australian aborigine. That is the context in 'Meh at 
least the evolutionary, as against the socially-acquired portion of cur human programme

• written.

a st cultural revolution took place not onl; 
in 

tho substrate for any sort of liis tori cal biology 
*diolly different from any in tho past.

riLstoiy. do,:ending on oui 
would bo subsumed by 

ould be covered

The point I think 
simultaneous processes - 

, free music to decenc 
- and in finding that we have to live the changes before 

nding thm - we are forced to grasp at ’’relevance”, 
you arc a, gencrad, what may be relevant to you is that people 

that you 
chat 

starving, but not 
euphemistically called realism and rcsponsibilii 
that other people’s starvation is their 
worried that standards of scholarship arc chang- 

I don’t think that any concerned audience \ull 
s, although I think wo should agree on them, and 

try to begin the task I mentioned, of seeing diat is happcning,in just two contexts only 
yznich ha-ppen to bo relevant to me because I practice them, politics and human biology. This 

bounri to divide up the talk I’m giving but I think it’s necessary. There is a. historical, 
anthroTjclogical and biological package, as it core, which, though it can’t embrace tho whole 

‘ wJhch also includes industrial, economic and endless other
towards that. Tho Marxist package, of course, in fact, has a,

My package isn’t quite 
, even if it’s 

effective. It doesn’t 
casters like tho 

s like the founding of Jefferson’s 
and to add to thm grave physical

In fact the people \;e now describe as primitive, in that 
at the physical level is crude and has extremely little power

If accordingly a human biologist dishes to divide society into epochs, they won’t be
• those of the cultural historian - like tho Bronze Ago, the Middle Ages, or oven tho

Renaissance and the Romantic Movement which I talked p,bout. They will bo related to some of 
tho same monsurahlcs, such as attitude and technology, but in cuito a, different time
di stribution

the* same but you may be a.blc to compare thm. A change in
understood,
guarantee Blake
Napoleonic wars

• United States.
dangers not immediately related to our purposes,

, face us both from inadvertence and from
face a,ll societies, Marxist, Capitalist or anarchist, 
ask whether politics, including revolutionary politic 
arc competent to deal rationally with these threats, 

and its guidelines are known and understood.

Wq can fairly easily observe the growth of human physical technology in natters like 
, tools and pottery. These are the general material, after all, of archeology, but 

biologically rpcaldlng they aren’t good criteria of humanness because apes made tools a. 
could conceivably have made fire. Of tho tvzo human markers, unfortunately *. o can’t go 
anthropological records or an archoologlca.l one. Ono of these is

tho technology characteristic of
; over 90^ of his probable history, and that is 1 
mere artefacts d-can’t identify a level as 

ritual custom, such as circuit-

2 ' __ 
exercised most

I don’t want to discourse here on -hat’s been called ’’future shock”
•is that wo, like the non of 1790, beset by an enormous number of 
because vhon socuhar changes in society do come, they affect everything
larzs and road transport facilities

•we can under stare, thm - while understa
Ideas of relevance differ - if you are
^kave quit obeying orders^ if you are a South American peasant, what is relevant is 
arestarving a/dd your wife has a baby a year. Students I think riglitly dissent from 
academic dons find relevant; students themselves r.iay not personally bo
having had tijno to get hardened into vhat is
they still s^m to nourish cho quixotic idea, 
business, lioroas tho academic is often more
ing. in a sense, both of thm are right, 
mind if I go beyond tho immediate rolovancie

^xc.v u-K, happoningjin just 
wnich ha-ppen to bo relevant to mo because I practice them,

I‘want you to imagine a page of the local telephone directory, and I
that the names set cut there arc those of your ancestors - father, grandfather
father, and so on, in order, as
take you back to the Bronze Ago,
fairly remote proliistory - about the beginning of cities, say 10,000 B.C. It would take 
probably between 50 and 100 pages to account for tho \bolo of human 1

, but almost the entire hi story of city cultures
page. Tlic entire scientific and technological revolution v:
to ten names - say 250 years.

great grond-

aro the general material 
good criteria of

o

archeological eno.
language, I moan, expressing concepts. And tho other is
man, which has exercised most of Us talents over 9^ °f hi- probable history, and that is 
technoloLy of the motions. The finding of nCra artefacts d-csn’t identify a
human with certainty. Grave goods, however, or evidence of a
ci si on, or the discovery of art, do identify is as human.
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leaving us

*

technology par excellence when wv

P0SSGG§ emotional technologies of extreme sophistication'relating the individual to other humans, to animals and to inanimate objects. A large part of nrimitivo ’

I think 
those 
IJicre is

accompanied curiously enough, the contemporary 
scientific and empirical method, on vhich the

makes reflect

ho a.re just oogp-nmng to sec bha.c tii<->j<. 1/axl>xuxvv xvai.<w

the project of control over the physical environment, which is the deal which has ma- 
lives in some respect at least loss nasty, brutish and short,
moans. Hie Aborigine in fact docs separate those two meanings:
Groat Ancestral Serpent with real snakes, and ho doesn’t .
Fundamentalist, because one belongs to the daily life and
Drcan Time# Our prosaicisri was necessary for a certain
as for a certain sort of personal integrity, but very early on it is interesting
that cur religious beliefs diverged from the psychologically
by the w/ay they got nixed up and contaminated
who physically rose from the dead
symbolic rite like the eating
transubstantiatien, and there wwas a, whole epoch of philosopy vitiated by the 
an intelligible sense in vhich broad, could become flesh without change of outward form 

which I’m quite sure no
ouldn’t hav o requi rod tho lit ora li sm•

n an m • _ *»_ • _ J_ _? _> as
to replace it

It v/ould
done it in fantasy. But if you shut

typo of mi stake in respect of categories
ho would have understood the rito but he w
point on religion tended to become not so much of the Dream Tine, 

with no valid technology, at all, of fooling

the acquisition of real control
Tlie over-development - the

an emotional technology 
which rocuirc- it, and which tend to, 

our father's ma.de machines 
in the steam-locomotive, but they found they ho,d created mini-deities which 

things that arc
Wo mount the exploit of physical

and we find that we arc repeating in
right down to mating with mother vehicles 

hilo habited in a magic mask -
ha,vo been cheaper to 
the door they cone in

time and intellectual energy, which is probably no different I think in quantity or 
from cur own intellectual energy, is spent in activities which belong explicitly to 
technology and only incidentally to practical things like hunting and crop-growing, 
pottery - the activities I’m talking bout are those i-c call religious or logical* 
is a technology wliich our present culture ha.s virtually lost, and vhich it can’t of 
revive in the same form. I have argued elsewhere tha.t we have no technology of the 
which can compare with the volume and richness of that traditional to Man over that 
long pretechnical period. Mint v/e do have, however, arc the programme cards vhich 
responsible for the structures expressed in that tcc-molof^, including those which 
that at one or another level v;o need it.

emotional technology^ the experience
get some pract.ica.1 results (what G

cur brains) has given us a civilization
our ancestors Iwad,

I think one has to a>sk one selfs i

My point hero is that literalism wns
ever nature,' since magic ants
hypertrophy - of this part of the human potential ha

essential for
not on nature but on man.

a pajrr ci wno numan pcucnTiax has loft us without 
worth the name but still in possession ofthe punchcards ■------------ x
erupt or obtrude at all mannbr of points: a good example, I think, 
to pull trains, :
had attributes of nugustness, sexuality alid personality, and the like, 
usually programmed into idols or oncostor-figures.

detail the leading exploit of the osld.no Angakok,
in spa.co and climbing to the moon on a ladder of arrow’s wT. 
even the countdown lias echoes of the preliminary drumming
send an Angakok - he wrould have 
the windows.

of fighting against
aston Ba.chcla.rd lias 

vliich has got jtist as much 
but with a totally reified and pseudo-rational 

s, for instance,
the rational manmade environment, or is 

it simply "fcho reification of all the matoria.l in cur minds, which the primitive acais vitn 
less concretely and possibly - thougli I don’t vnnt to dig up the Noble Savage, and ^G 
should nood be primitives to khov this - more sensibly? Arc our physical structures not 
unnittina counterparts of Lovy-Strauss-type emotional structures \hicn .'Oulc. o r

Panallol ;.ith this loss of
archetypal thinldng in order to
called thinking against <
emoticna.l potential as
environment in which to express it
Now/ York city the practical product of technology,

The loss, in fact, io due to, or has 
sense of reality, In order to develop the 
whole of our technology stands, it w.ns ne’eossamy to arrive at a. cultural stance in which wTo 
didn’t put down smallpox to devils or believe that woodpecker’s beaks w'ould cure tc-othachc. 

ose ’’primitive” formulations possess a moaning, but for 
    do our

it is not the most relevant 
ho doesn’t confuse the 

go look for its bones like a 
the other one belongs to tho 

sort of cultural progress, as w;oll 
g to note 

effective pattern of religion 
with historicity - cur Christ is a. roa.l person 

and ho wns tangible when ho ha.d done so^ oven a deeply 
of tho flesh of tho God hod to bo liberalized into physical 

attempt to find
> j cL 

aborigine would iia.vo ma.d05 
From that 

as objectively untrue, 
♦

With the vogue for structuralism in describing human bclic.viours, tho biologist
is bound to bo interested in asking how? far tho structures which man
which ho has inside him, those built into the generating system, tho human brain
obviously a foodbank, or rather a resonance, botwzocn the structures v;o make and tho struc
tures wo lia.vc in hero, whether w?o look at a human ortefact, and whether that is literature 
or society. I don’t intend to pursue here tho analysis of archetypes to vzork cut what ;o 
have in the bla.ck box. Wo do in fact have the possibility of externalizing those structures 
now? into another bla.ck box, tho computer, with which, one can hold a dialogue, rather like 
the way one can see one’s fa.co in a mirror, but I’m. not going to go into that here' either. 
My point is that tho loss of this emotional technology, complementary to cur socio- 
neurological past and present, is important, and v.rc orc only just ccoing to recognise it os 
wo lose tho Victorian conviction tha.t w<o are the grootost and that we are here to educate 
tho savages with railroads.

in land 
this 
or mala ng 
And that
course 
emotions 
very • 

a.rc
determine

ma.de
osld.no


y, which covers evory-
7 v.o have 

arc probably familiar with Julian Huxley’s division of cvcluti'on into stages -

Our civilization, on the other hard, has virtually boundloss 
fore-nee with nature, olid is in fact approaching
inaccossibles, .such as human aging or the
by design
things totally <
and animals, as

I’ve oversimplified this anthropologically, I know,
in order to point the nature of the change which I think
in so doing why it is such a big change,

.perhaps or the Romantic Movement. If I am rigj.it, a change of this kind,
one, is going to coincide with a revolution of the
focdgathcring with agri culture. The point is
is the greatest human intellectual discovery for the purpose for vhich it 
namely the .testing of objective fact and the exclusion of man-made structure

• It has
s in our own minds objectively visible

tends - th

•bettor dealt with linguistically or ceremonially - and, if so, vhat about our political and 
our scientific structures? I

• If uo gp bank now to what I said about the division' of 11 story into epochs, based on ' 
v/hat I’ll call big human biology (by which I mean the in-dopth varict,
tiling from coll chemistry to ccmpanativc religion and primate origins) wo have a choice: you 
are probably familia-r with Julian Huxley’s division of ovcluti'on into stages - the random, 
tho^organic-gchetic, the behavioural, and the cultured, (the so-called noosphere), each with a 
different time-scale. The same seems to go within human history
or no capacity to modify his environment by his
of fooling devoted to expressing his relationships to it -
from itj a kangaroo, for instance, mustn’t bo killed as if it
oboisanco to the spirit of kangaroos.
merely a striking object in Australia but it is a generator of s
the same way that a cathedral was to tho medieval peasant. 1 ‘
can’t control tilings, but lie tends to relate to things and to animals

Perceive the- printout in terms of those structures
now make tho structure
wrong in detail, his groat discovery s
patterned and systematic, it has
Primatology, anthropology, linguistics
thorn suffer from bad science now, that
markot-rosearch sociology which dissident youth in England 
social sciences, and they are biologically based sciences.

in terms of noble sava.gos and so on, 
wo do fa,co at root: and v/o can see 

vhy it’s more major in scale than the Renaissance
a cultural-liistorica 

order of that which, for example, replaced
that science has paid off5 objective empiricism 

was intended,
s - oven if wo 

a paid off doubly in that wo con 
'hethor I*Youd was rigjit or 

at liuman irrationality is not random but 
structure and consequently con be read bank nd comprehended, 

and depth-psychology all fall into linc^ If some of 
that will pass^ tins, rather than the kind of one-cylinder 

so rightly abhors, arc the real

Hie primitive had little
own technology, but ho had 0, vast technology 

he experiences intense feedback 
v’ero an object5 one had to make 

One ought not to insult rocks; Ayer’s Rock is not
tructurod relationships, in 

Tile a-boriginc, in other wrords, 
as if they were people. 

/
capacity to direct intor

tho capacity to modify some of tho last 
t'.o aauiucui bnu weather, tho last of these by inadvertence if not

It experiences virtually no feedback at all from all this, and tends to experience 
as things. In contrast to < ur hypothetical primitive, we tend to treat people 
well as the environment, as tilings.

t ■
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To oversimplify again,
to tliink. Wo have the problem of combining tho two. 
very far removed from amy reversionary mysticioa, whic 
enlightened. All of tho concerns
Even computer science, thougl

other hand threaten us
programming, could very well bo total for Han
'suit, •'which, you put on for thinking purposes
the wargods cf the Dream Time in days when v/e luckily couldn’t enact them 

t”objectively” by scenario planners,
’suit and opjoy, if not preserve, cur skins.
gesture of groat symbolic accuracy. At one <
just about caught up \i th the structure of our minds,
structure have caught up vi th our supposedly
in our cities, our s
toward cur fol lows ar
isn’t a contradiction)

/ ■ a-—

social change per lifetime

r Fuller on tho
hi ch, given cur 

science as a, protectiv 
proper to 

, being studied 
need to got out of tho protective 
nudity of tho young today is a 
time, ctir discursive capacity has 
tho irrationalities inherent in that 

ho Bomb, but 
attitude

tho primitive apparently knew ho\; to fc-cl, and
This is a basically

is just as
which make up tho now revolution tend in this 

oh it’s based in hardware, contributes here.

f the Groat Change arc subsumed hero
- anarchism instead, of authoritarianimi, tho spa. 

society, ecology, tho lot. These arc concerns, or io.oologi.co
in a talk like this we have to assume that we’ll pull tlircugji, as . .

I think that that is probably true, end that tho salt whicn is coming will bo 
as some of us fear, Unfortunately, there is 

s. Institutions
decision could pro-empt the 

We’ve- got now the politics of 
e

I think you till see tlir.t 0.11 of the concerns of
if I don’t elaborate tlicn
instead of the consumer
realizations. ....... .
r.lvnys done. I think that that is probably uruc, rnd that tao
wing up a stop rather than falling dorn a hole, as some of u

. the nev; factor of tine. Wo don’t have the time to reform our institutions 
depend a bit on the lifespans of ineducable people. Every -.rong
next twenty years, .'.nd this can bo a poin'c 01 mojciinum aangor.

X70 hove loomed hov
sei c Aiti fie task, 

as likely to bo Nazi as to bo 
di roe ti on. 

_ od in hardware, contributes here. The introduction of
feedback frem tilings is in fact the difference between mechanization and automation. . The 
artist toda.y fools feedback from his materials omd portly lots it iiaxiipulatc- him instead of 
him manipulating it. Wq sense the need of feedback from our environment, '.*c sense the need 
fcr treating things more as if they wore people, at precisely tho moment when brainless 
exploitation on eno hand and talented raid' engaging nuts like Mr. Buckminsto

udth a totally man-made environment - a disaster.
Wo have learned to use

you put on for thinking purposes. rTo no:/ soo pathological faaitasios,
when wo luckily couldn’t enact them, being

raid we recognize tho
I think tho

\nd tlio sane
as

practical purposes - not just in tl
o-cal led grow'th economy, cur environment, our population, cur
wild our ca.pa.city to tolerate a. stoa.dy state cf a.ccolcratihg change (that

1 with a mental economy : re grain od originally for a near-zero rate of
I think it’s a wonder we are as sane- as we arc.

kJ V

co-ship economy 
s, not

we have
• 1

rigj.it


u •

I

1ms 1 canned none 
xholc being.

t

«

femu 1 a t od in thoWo live now with 
s*

political theory
Romantics. And I think, though only some of them realize it 
lowovcr well-intended. They have practical insights, 
explains their defensiveness against vhat they sometimes 
people call progress.

gon ora tors oI 
suppose you can argue tliat My Lai or Czechoslovakia represent only the 
individual Americans and Russians embodied by Authority (though this 
if it were true it would drive a sizeable hole in the hand-rail theory)

at the point ■./here the old ones 
authority could be

•T

ore such a hand-roil, it
Now-1

j j.xvx.1 uj-iu way it looks 
s w ich would have been familiar 

would lock pretty odd today to s

last change of stylo, by the 
, so do most revolutionaries, 

but they one fossil insights, which 
s call r cvi si oni a; and m o s t c th er

the 1
E should perhaps more accurately call it 
offices
no reiterate, need, a, revolt against reason 
brand of right -
Literate terms
though a
Pile tiling which stands most solidly in 
?n organization which
rejects them with its

In fact,
pinch out. The summary
different force, and it could be much mere like
our worsen solves, if it wore rational in its expressions. If it were such a hand-rail 
wouldn’t be one of the main contemporary generators of social and military abuses. --

J-krx C' rr o rv.ia T MV? iv +:bn aggressive drives of
seems quite untrue, and

• In fact, it looks 
as if, not only in the contemporary situation but in history at largo, the moral posture 
of governments lia.s boon way boliind the priv<ato morality of all but tno most disturbed cf 
their subjects, raid behind that, incidentally, of the individual maibcrs of the governments 
if you talk to them privately. Hitler or Napoleon, or the Members of The Supremo Soviet, 

k

But lot mo just concentrate on our
occupied in a debate bctv;eon
naturally sociable, and ho \.v,
aninhl theory (which argued that Man is a, salvage who is civilized only 
Law - propounded by other savages, it is true, but depending on the consensus 
Lt an improvement over the froo-for-all ihich would result if there
all in the cages)
century humans faced with the need to a 
struggle, the t'jo theories both spoaJc in categories
for modern, biology and antliropclo/y
oernes through in the ”summrj?y
called it - that of obedience
categorization will magically
protestors
facto). In fact it may
vhich c onvonti onally spark s
revolution (this, of course,
underlies the overt arscLoty of every liberal tl
not prove rigid onougli to maintain
that the g?mc of revolution/status
convention, wide spread as it lus boon in hi story
convention, nor is it the only playable game
improveticability to persuade a
that (a.) cricket and (b)
playable 
biology

and it may not yet bo wise for la,ck of knowledge,' 
, ba.boon- 

T’ is, as 
game

our obsolete social organization 
o,ro now learning, o.nd, in fa„ct

It migjit or mi^Lit not be profitable,
of the State from primate dominance behaviour

family-structure, which :
rules of the evert-seciat 
but a century ahead, of ouiy 

otiling tabout 
s which 

All I 
v/c sec in modern 

r from the

to sbart the discussion of the origin
ory as it wore, though we could perlrap
Harvey Wheeler recently pointed out, the point ax 
are learned. Early Marxists did unfortunately attempt tbi 
accurate kncwlodo either oi primauvo
primates. Enough to say that there are nc\/ cthological and 
don’t ccmc into the political theorist’s field of visi

ast century, if nut of the Bronze Agc^ said for reasons connected vith the democratic, or. 
, the show-biz method of selecting candidates for

for our choice of priorities modern knowledge might as well not exist. Wo don’t, lot 
, a return to God, a revival of magic, or any

or left-wing Jungia.n populism. Wo need a return to reason in omotiona,lly 
- ’’inspired by levo and guided by reason” was Bertrand Russell’s formulation, 

ctually Russell had very little sense of the unconscious and the need to unravel it; 
our wry of that is
of the insigilts v/e

own culture’s hangups. Much of the 19th century was 
two theories of Man, the Utopian (which argued that he ms

was only corrupted by institutions) and wlxat I’ll call the uild- 
s a savage who is civilized only by the coercions of 

it is true, but depending on the consensus effect to make 
weren’t any keepers at 

Ho'.cvcr much these may have helped to rationalize the worries of 19th 
adapt to industrialim, social revolution, class

which, tc my mind, are quite obsolete 
It is the muddle generated by this obsoleteness viiich 

issue to which all issues of tie dry come” as Milton Mayor' 
to the so-called rule of Law°‘ Now I don’t suggest tliat ro- 
rcconcilc the demands for lO/;>and-order with those of the 

(v.ho point riglitly to the enormities which law-and-order commonly meantain do 
well bo that such a reconciliation would remove the polarization 

social change in our society, the conventions of refers and
is Marcuse’s worry over repressive tolerance). It cprtainly 

t the rigidity of authority might mi ver said 
progressive steamThe point i^ 
versus authoritarianism is a social 
not the only serviceable social 
fact bo difficult to the point of 
rules and usages of College foetball 

phorical ball md no handling or blocking, 
Where 

sumption that the choice 
cultural choice.

s
s start it from human 

t which the 
s

’tes or of course of Ereud 
ay that there are no’;/

a- serviceable head of
quo md individualism

. It is
It nay in

a culture a,ccustonod to the
soccer, with a s_

and enjoyable - in which case the convention is prodic'Lively justified. 
, anthropology and the like could help is in preventing the ass

of College football is an inherent attidbuto of human nature rather that a

are

who himself knew n
p sychoanalyti c studi c s 

si on and oupjit to come there, 
mnt to say hero is that the natural history oi the behaviour wVich
societies looks tc a biologist or an an t • it op ologi. st very difforcntl
to a liboro.1'constitutionalist talking in the sort of term
to Rousseau. - just as chemistry would lock pretty odd today to semebody who walked out of 
the lecture just after Mondclyecv. Not that the cons-titutiona.list is practically wrong: eld 
stylo motallurQ7* \zorks fine, without kno;ang the periodic ta-ble. But no chemist likes to 
liaiit himself to it, and new' tcclinologios can alter it overnight.

me*vo run head-on intc all the newer insights
issue I suppose, goes back to Plato: ; 

the necessary and normatin 
If it

; auitc a 
hand-rail against

!



yere and are, I’m sure, privately at lesest tolerable
private aggressions have been ”ca,ged in” by the State; it
given permission to express themselves irrationally through it
various kinds arc as unregulated in their private contacts
their public behaviour (and they tend by definition to bo the pc op He
normate in the interests of public policy and "tolerable behaviour”)
the fact seems to be that Authority (whether royal or dictatorial
democratic) consists of those possessors of psychopathic drives who
enough to embody their least-tolerable aimrs into the public

of course, that the possession of authority reveals’
as private citizens, manage to sit on then. Both aro probably true.

g in thinking, as democracies do, that people who actively volunteer for office 
chosen more or loss at random are less
strictly at randan or by accident of birth.
docent action from a g

natively, 
those who, 
wrong

It is liighly arguable whether their 
looks much more as if they’ve been 

. Tully paid-up psychopaths of 
as members of ruling groups are in 

whom Authority foils to 
Hi s t ori c a1ly sp eaking

, Marxist, capitalist or 
are cunning or powerful 

postures of society; or alter- 
stores of spychopathology in 

We nay be 
tk\t people dio o.ctive’y volunteer for office and arc 
undesirable or more representative than those chosen 

As Ban Borrigrn said recently, ”1 never expect 
reat power whether it be a Church power or State power.”

* 4

disaster from things like overpopulation or pollution and 
vze have first an educated
natters than ever before,
that those who volunteer
almost wholly ior unconscious
stupidly
because, 
ourselvo0

en si ze and rate of 
re going to avoid 
other practical issues 
on a, wider range of

The leading practical problem is for us, however, that at a time w
change in society make rationed organization absolutely essential if \.o’

all manner of
public which, having leannt to take decisions
ripjitty demands to bo consulted; secondly, the virtual certainty 

to control, for example, our reproductive bcliaviour, will do so
or psychopathological reasons, and vail do it, if permitted, 

, tyrannically and irrationally; and thirdly, we have no time whatever to play around 
by adopting as cur wry of liic a stable state oi continuous change, we have loft 

m no time, \hothor we arc radicals or ccnsoivativos* rTo have accordingly a, society 
which cannot act rationally, both because of tip ivychopathology of government and because it 
has got no time to do the necessary planning even if it were rational.

admini st rat-

n

3

adultati on,
the third thing, t1

for the least normal and least normally-selfseeking member 
and play therapy tend to fuse*

There have been three characteristics of 
s dominance behaviour and soIf-interest - 

should rocog-iizc it in our solve s»
9

ac ti on
Tlic first is dominance behaviour and

knock government, we
more or loss well-done
Nov/ in pra.c ti co in democracies the fix
Tor most rulers now tl
nomal land of
it docs conf or these tilings) but that it confer 
dered* And so
i on, d omi nanc o

This brings me to a loadin feature of government in human societies, its duality of 
governors in all developed human sociotie 

si; - that’s com rehensive encugji; before we 
Tlie second are orguiizational duties, 

and third is play therapy, the opportunity for permitted'ar ting-cut. 
*st and third - dominance and play therapy - usually fuse 

he whole point of staying in office is not that it confers the more 
privilege (wealth, travel, women, axlultation, and the like, thougji of course 

•s the third thing, the right to act out unliin-' 
s of any

c*

♦ /

• /—- ----------------

k

In our society the prarticaJ decisions "viiich matter”
Only major decisions of direction and choices

9
decisions u

arc loft to the play therapy level, of governments 
\, of ccurso,

activities the most understandable and practicable if it wasn’t the most loveable, 
vou meditate on the difference between a, sa.lmy of 040,000 and a salary of 0100,000, 
more bcti/eon a fortune of 01M and of 01OCM, you will see that this isn’t really so. 
maidng at this level, like political ambition, is a psychoanalytic problem, not a 
simply human acquisitiveness, and it is part of the neglect of unconscious motives 
used to handicay old stylo Marxism that it v.as willing to go along with
greed, as it were, as the sufficient-motive of capitalist organization
of greed is not rational.
iational than mere avarice 
commercial, is

with their outfits and 
sts of private ideology.

Bominancc-bohavioux4 in our society
And accordingly the second great body of 

also loft to the- field of what arc effectively pl

they ano purposive.
the choice between moonshots and food
tail on oT other countries
unimportant,
boards. If wo talk a.bout industry uc might think

In the past, play therapy at the expense of society has been tolerated. The
Kind Henry VIII or ovon Joo Stalin can bo justified by historians retrospectively
ground that the organizational ad the normative functions of a s
the price of a tyranny. All morality a.part this is no longer true. Organization in a modern 
socioty is increasingly the function of planners, who ex hypothesi require goals. Those 
goals till normally bo rational unless the public or the government make than otherwise 
the rewards of being a planner or ever
in the satisfactions oj purposive activity. In oux* 
planning is ;lthdravn by delegation to experts, leaving 
the main practically observa.ble activity of governments.
modern societies also include the choice of priori ties.
Moon, on providing minor Supermen 
in the interest

excesses of
on tlie

functions of a strong King wore vzorth paying 
no longer truo

wiio ex hypothesi require goal

.tivo

ss wo public or xno govcm’.icm; nano waa ownervj.se. See, 
a a-n industrial tycoon lie overwhelmingly, for the sane, 

activity. In cur socioty, arid for top authority, stricus 
only play therapy and acting-out as
In this category, unfortunately, our 

So *:;o spend cur money on going to the 
props, or hamstringing social advance 

The mechanisms aren’t new’ but it’s only with the 
present rate and scale of change that irrationalities in planning have become not merely 
miserable and uncomfortable but potentially genocidal for Thru

"which matter” axe taken by ad hoc exports \.hen 
of major social priority x 

for example, or between the development ox5 the exploi- 
hich presumably in our book don’t matter and axe 

and of * r cm o t o c orp ora ti on 
the, t m oncymaki ng : a s of 'all 

But if 
or still 
Money- 

problaa of 
■’..hi ch 

the idea, of rational 
It isn’t; that sort 

is something much loss 
* pri ori ty d eci sions; the 

ay therapists.

ownervj.se
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in jail) They didn’t like the

anted

- - — - — p C’yXJLL UllU 1UJW J.

tion ( where everyone still knew where 1

i
e \»

K-’

1

became 
teoagh

9 vhether authoritari 
• It lias , in fact, 
ns

nn^.

s practical impasse of administamtion and 
out, in the face of the exponential throats 

survival. It may be these throats are going to have good, effect, 
not by exterminating us but by substituting perforce project-
the moment we’ve only soon in aggressive contexts like war) for 
, andthat , of course, is an anarchist solution. We think that oven 
bo preferable as legislators and tycoons to fanatics, however mor- 

or to the present pseudo -rational professional - after all a real villain at

s of the order of a generation or less , and still increasing, thismachinery has 
difference between confrontations now end confrontations in 

weknow , wore often pathological enough and they often killed
either through malice or through 

the 
was probably 

now consist largely ( and up to 25 percent in cases cf a country 
who are potential , project orientated experts in different fields, 

s anthropologically evident division in England at least 
with governmental office ( the self styled hardline 

s correlating vith knowledge ( educational and the psychiatric

was in the 19th century- exactly as old 
say the wonders arc ’’right bastards” to the 

the King or the Priest has avested or pathological intorst against, but because boats 
, as everybody knows, and it is disturbing if not impious , ’ 

goog , to make one otherwise unless one happens to be inspired by
s likethingsto stay the way they are and we know thorn. liberals 
to change ) v/ould likethe situation of confrontation between

4-
► J

whore they
workers ( I heard this view forcibly expressed by 

s on several occasions when I ms

rs lived -ith unreason, but wo can’t live with both unreason and ’ 
a new and unirue rule which has accidentally been' 
because most human societies

their own momentum
occasion, cf shamans and inspired

T].ie Yoruba have a Trickster God vho exists only
i squarer gods because without liim no thi h ; 

war god would fight and the world would

warders you
stairsj and they said they 

they didn’t want to ylant bloody cabbages.
g was adoa tod as a, pct by 19th century progressist when it 

. Cvw» It was feard enough to control thc-n , in all conscience', 
and the now machinery of stjlized authority and stylized revolu- 

__ _ N ------- vv lie was , an d you went through this ballot of
Revolution ad Establishment) was institutionalised to cope with it. But now that the rate of 
change is
crumbled too. There is a big
tho last century, Kings , w/eknow , wore often patholo^cal enough and the
people, but , first of all , they couldn’t kill everyone ,
preoccupation with private pathologies which made them neglect to .Ian ad , secondly, 
number of th'oir subjects die had special knowledge and purposive priorities 
much smaller- our nations
likethisone)of people

One expression oft i
•is between attitudes correlating yarn governmental ornce tno son styioci nauaimo 
cmpiriciox ) audattitudos correlating with knowledge ( educational and the psychiatric 
viev/s of society) Those now constitute , foru us , two nearly distinct cultures , as 
different as the Samoans and the Red Indians, between whan coramuni cation has been minimal 
and is only just now beginning. Thus ( and I’m not knocking anybody here ) the attitude 
of the average high- court judge in the past and that of the average educationalist towards 
say, crime , are practically thosoof two different tribes. Inter-tribal dialogniodoes occur 
but inter tribal hostility is pretty high, andthere are very few common assumptions between 
the tribes. In general the attitudes of the authority -group arc based on arrogant reject
ion of knowledge, and thoseof the unofficial and project orientated upon tho equally 
arrogant assumptiono of it , - - ----------- x-------------- ---- — — - —
for instance , legislators have actually been more civilised and modern than the populists 
and hare been a whistle ahead of public opinion. This is perhaps
rage by education , though , first of all., there is
which tribe one will join ,
apist, and secondly, the tribes nomate newcomers by the real pressure
confoimityj
ls a liberal and a judge one must still play 
if one is a punitive individual who
one is ” non-evaluative ’’
in the aim toasting
modifies Man than the 19th century model.

We have all been disturbed by this
popular^ impotence, ard administrative acting
to our Environment and
ard resolve thcproblem
orientation ( which at
play therapy in office
purposive rogues would
alistic , <
least cares for his skin, while the austere fanatic aJidthe • rincipa.ilcd statesman usually 
hate everyone else as much as they Into and foa.r themselves <> In fa-ct, you might do better 
with tile Mafia vhoso motives axe at least intelligibly selfisli— they’d have xar too much 
sense to uastoonorgy in building Ba,chau because they woulan’ t got a-ny payoff from ft.

Thon s how about the democratic process? A non^ anarchist logaJ- theory reject 
, but docent society, I think , a.ccopts, the idea that in the democratic society there i^

Man has alwn^
rapid change. Rapid change is , in fact, a
introduced into this game by lmowledge ,
ian or o, en, change very little and very slowly under
been an adaptive function, as I was saying on another
psychotics to change tha$ di scontinuously. r~
to introduce discontinuity into tho rigidity of the s
uould ever happen- the rain gods would rain and the t

nevm? change in any respect. Ho introduces disturbance. The stability of the norm regaxdless 
of vhat tho norm maybe is frightfully general human chaxactcr. I think v/e are robably 
programmed for it— authority as a noma tin force expresses it rather than causes it, and 
and it’s existence doesn’t depend on authority. Rather it depends on our likng to know where 
we stand. You sec it is bad in a- primitive culture to make a, new and better boat, not beca
use
are made in a particular wat , as everybody 

loads to ii<,
Ancestor Spirits. Most of u
( who are overtly caiimited
Refom and Establishment to remain exactly as i 
jailbirds prefer the old stylejail ,
new style jail xhoro they are social
fellow prisoners
could talk tothey liked the Tenders that could tri up on tho

to sleep out their bird,
Change in everything

fait acccKT li of technology.
tlie old machinery

project orientated upon the equally
thouzhi occasionally in recent ” permissive” reforms in Bid tain

Ulis is perhaps a tendency wo could encou’ 
first of all., there is personality sloe tion 5 one can volunteer 

and tho judge minded subject becomes a judge, not a pyschother- 
s nomate newcomers by the real pressures which affect social 

approval- seeking and status-giving, forms of operant conditioning. If one
it being a judge, or be dissa, proved, and if 

somehow becomes a psychiatrist, one musu protend that 
or bo an outsider. In neither of these cases docs ’authority’ 

sense jo tho nomating---- such phenomena, are better models of what

f om s
•1c.
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somewhat widespread if not gchoral.
remain unchanged in spite of the th ilterod situation 

new - only now it is reasonably o on , andunlike the 
to deal with an educated - and oven in places like Spain or 

-Zeitgeist -indoctrinated public. Pigs aren’t, any 
, as ci result of the independence of mind which has 

from science to modern educayion ( without which there 
ny longer 

, for Man, I think) is the

an alarm button. One should go along with society up to and oven a little over the edges 
of one’s conscience , and thereafter one can press the button and stop the train. Hie 
penalty forinpropcr use ish’t specified? the propriety of button * ressing depends on 
jprotty split second timing- if one does it and isn’t justified one may bo rehabilitated, 
posthumously or not at all. depending on the machine, tions of the Gaberones and the
Pardonable annoyance of one’s follow commuters at thedolay • Galercnes ( or as we know 
call them/1 pigs’ ) have no business to manipulate Law in favour of their projects? it 
is a fact of life that they invariably do , audit is a convention of all legal systems 
that the courts should protend that they do not«> It would bo feasible Jo constitutionalise 
thoright of citizens to ^rcss the alarm button- you could appoint a. Tribune s or an
Ombudsman, or ccmmisionor for Equit' who embodied tho reasonable mans sense of justice' 
against that of Law but no state has had the decendy or the harduhood to appoint an eff
ective one ( it would bo very unpopular in tho sty , There many decisions aro taken ) 
As a matter of fact the U.S. has gone further this way than most in creating a Supremo 
Court to vhich one can appeal.

This is the conventional9 non-ajiatchist ,
People are worried to know what has gone wrong -
often, and vhy are increasing numbers of than uantin 
Briefly , I think s 
purposively to its announced destitution , commuter opinion

liberal democratic model* Man$
ihy people arc pressing thobutton so 

g to got off the train altogether? 
tho answer is that vzhilcthc democratic train is assumed to be going 

, backed by seme pretty sound 
intuition, now increasingly realizes first that the railroad ccmprny aro crooks, secondly 
that the driver is a dangerous psyyhopath, odthirdly that tho train isn’t going their and 
is probably headed for Bel sen or Iiirb shima. Among young commuters, the evidentially- 
supported view is becoming

Thorailroa.d by claws
After all , piggery in office isn’t 
piggeries of tho past it has
Russia, an increasingly liberal
worse than ever , but the public
boon generated by many factors, 
wouldn’t be any science) has started to recognise that it won’t tolerate them a 
Ono manifestation od ’ science ’ ( a novz one historically
objective consideration of society and its pretences, not only by occasional philosophpx*s 
but by whole publics. Mystiques suc$ as Divine RL g}it andtho Rule Of Law have had thoir 
uses, not only in roofing durable piggeries , but also in making for cohesion. You 
ran ember Manga.ret Mead once convened a oaiimittee on tho Etliics of Imparting Tnraght- 
sho thought it was dangerously upsetting^ I gather Jodi Lodorborg agrees vith her. 
Evon the most nillcnariarist anarchists, however haven’t yet soon That seems to be the 
historical crunch , and , it’s this in a society which by reason of its rapid change, 
now requires intense and ra.pid purposive organization, accepted ’ loaxlorship’ is wholly 
incompetent to organize anything but self interstod play therapy, and the vocal and 
educated Now Man to vhem this organisation has to be sold is rip^itly ungovernable by 
anybody and demands to bo consulted. Wo haven’t got-moro pigs than in the past, its just 
that they arc more dangerous' , mote incompetent to provideba.con , and more widely 
recognised for That they aro- in particular , as manipulators of tho literal facade of 
law, ;horo sone animals are more equal than others , not as ’ custodians of the rule of 
Lav/’ from vhich we all benefit. If vzc do ever benefit, it is no thanles to them , occa.usc 
in thoir book tho rule of lav/ is strictly for the birds. It is interesting to.note
that in Britain it isnow exemplified by what a,ppoo,rs to be a right wing ra.cist maiden 
lady whose name is Laura. Border.

In this sotting , for liberals of the old school to talk about world 
government is , to my mind , merely irritating 5 it could mean only bigger and bettor 
Mafiosi acting in collusion ( as they do now unofficially) instead of in ccmpottition. 
After all , one Capodi Mafia may bo better than multiple local goons , as a king was 
better than multi pl crobber barons, but only marginal ly. s0 is roaiiy hardly a
custodian of vhat wo all want these da^s.

Such skepticism as wo see about Lav; isonly lacking in this kind of 
precise statement. As with tho legal idYa of tho reasonable man , this a. sphere whore 
feelings count • Now, I think it leads to a conspiratoria.l as against a political view 
of history, but I make it clear that this in itself is a covorient empirical convention? 
it doesn’t represent a. truth , it represents a. predictive analogy like the electric 
fliid dr the Evolutionary Denon. Now I fomulatoit like this? it is not historicaily true 
that Panlianont or tho Congress is a body of unprincipled bastards anting vith tho 
object of expressing thoir personal character defects, feathering thoir nests, 
tho rest of us 'and staying in office. It is not true. Many arc as admirable individuals 
as wc aro. But if wo assume that it is true,
they vail a.ct. It is a corollary of this that any Rule of Law, 
is going to be abused to perpetuate porcinity whenevor and vherevor poss 
time will cone

sole
swindling

not true. Many aro a
wc shall 99 times out of a 100 predict how 

however lovingly designed 
ssiblc, and the . 

when it’s going haveto bo militantly resisted . Indeed, tho wider the 
loss principled and tho morcintuitivo the resistance to Authority! is • tnc more likely 
is a driving - back of the frontiers of porcini ty and the extension of those just ana roas iombiTSviou^. You can call it Canforts Law, if you like , that one deserter is worth 
ton conscientious objectors, and one mutineer is T/orth ten dsortors. Of Course populism 
can be vrronr". and it can be horribly wrong ( and pigs loathe to sec their kin done fail, hkvo a Sy Of putting thcnselvos at its hSad, as Hitler did and Enoch Powell is trying
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branch of power, and furthermore ,
result of pathology,misadventure
essonceof
the anarchist’
not fortunately , obliged to bo theoretically consistent

vere ungovernable by Divine Right. When they founded
to bo ungovernable 

finding the old style oracles of 
r t\ i 
• V

- at worst they arc confused and
s

on tribal African societies,
in which it is proper to delegate or vote 

There are features of existing 
or which, if they do not work, are worth keeping for

There arc others which have to go. To my mind, 
the only ideology which has room for the typo of change which wo 

, whatever our wishes mat bo , and that is 
illogical mixture of old and now. You may remember that Republicans advocated an end of 
Crown. What they got in Britain -.as a wildly illogical compromise in which the Crown 

cors wore kept, with varying success , to moderate the excesses of the Commons, 
with a mixture of anarchism and democracy or something of the sort which

and very offensive to ideologists but which is empirically 
grown that way in response to reasonable needs and above all, the 

the hub of the tiling 
the changing of institutions, is our ' 

If kick out the government in London or Washington ofc Ottawa wo shall get seme-*

luti onori os
are practical ,
purpose altogether* And a
to abandon the nonsenses.
has been called nadhocra,cyn °

It is also , in my submission , anarchism, If the overtones of that word 
hamper acceptance , I think that is partly because past anarchists themselves haven't fully 
realised the implications of what they are preaching. If you commit yourself to non - pat 
-ernalistic , non directive solutions, in the way the modern pyschiatrist commits himself 

to'non -directive counselling, you commit yourself to a very total empirissm, almost a . 
ist to true classical ideological theories , such as Marxism, is 

what one is obliged to do in attempting to apply science^ or rather , ideology 
will not tolerate authority for it£ own sake,or 

solutions -.iiich override minorities or discount 
which is a special

/

, tho hard- 
veil and those arc in fact just as Marcusian as ours, and +’ 

‘.s disappointing than . even if they don't 
of that ralaise into virulent riglit- ring

non- ideaolgy. This in contra0-7’
preci sely
gets reduced to its barest bones - that wo 
use it as play therapy § we will not tolerate
^motional needs 5 we will not tolerate the irrational use of property ,

j that we will be heard , not killed off obediently as a
, o± inadvertance. Well, that's barely an ideology. The 

anarchism , I think as it now appears relevant is in recognising that not even 
s preferences nay be imposed. A non-directive approachto social planning is

After Russian Marxian, after thr
democratic attempt to impose bowiggod parliamentary Speakers

;hat a reloif that isl There nay bo seme cases
or have representatives, and their are cases where it is not*
social organisation which work,
improvement o± for fear of getting worse
anarchiaa in this sense is 
are likely acjaially to observe in human history,
the
the
and
Wo nay well' end ’ 
is very ill-pleasing for neatness
justified because it has ,
overriding need to make power subject to protest. That I think, is
I doubt very much whether ’ revolution’ in quotes ,
concern. <
thing else in its place. It could bo an anarchist government , as Durrutti found out ? and 
v/o shall have to have further revolution against that, The proper modality of change is 
protest and personal resistance , rather than coercive revolution. Its a ncwr'discovery for 
urban and technological man, and it may bo a difficult one for the political— theoretical 
man xho likes things to bo tidy. I think existing societies will persist insofar as they 
find moans of mailing that protest effective.

oid style rovolutioary ana.rchiai lias come, I think'., to look irrcvalont 
to technological cociotics precisely because it’s trying to be directive^ it was trying #0 
Supply them with better institutions to replace existing institutions. I submit to .you, 
that that is not its job. It loses the look of irrovclancy to devolpped societies immed
iately it concentrates not * on ’ revolution# and prescription as such but on making 
Protost effective - a role which was going to bo just as necessary after any foreseeable 
revolution as it was before. I think you’ll agree that ex hypo the si , a society in which 
all valid protest was effective would not require a revolution to reform it. I think 
that our stylo of anarchism also subsumes a more revolutionary tolerance, which is.not 
always present. Protost isn’t only tho property of those who arc right, or rather it 
isn’t only the right of those who arc loft. If the hardhats blame the hippies
hats have their grievances as
they reflect , like ours, the fact that society is
soe wSiy. The malicious diversion by politicians 1 
populism is a real danger, but we only defuse it by understanding.

is trying to do in Britain, whether it bo exasperated or revolutionary, to found now styles 
w h different personnel) But you lmow ,populism , dangerous as it often is ,is no more • 

and usuaily loss often , destructively v/rong than established authcrity. Wars ano commoner 
end more 2 ethal than lynch mobs, though both are bad-. Its up to us to make life for future * 
Hi tier sn not only nasty and brutish but short* These sre risks wo hhvc to take if we’re a*o 
going to go on being human , I dont’ think that old style liberals - they are pacific
9 if they’ll forgive me, 19th century souls— roaii^o the staJcos or talto enough of tho 
necessary risks.

The , new men of 1800  
the now countries tha.t was their position, The now men of 2000 are going 
by anyone , thougli tho governments of the old stylo world,
nalarkoy first and violence after no longer work,'arc still trying to work out vhat exactly 
has hit them. Optina,lly , those new men a.ro inner—directed
destructive 5 but in neither case can they bo n governed” in toms of convcntionaJ play
politics. And revolution is, in fact, at work in all purposive or project orientated .fields 
together, even in the most unlikely places , in international industry , at least at tho 
executive and technological level, exactly as it is among the executive and technological 
levels of tho U.S.S.R. , as I know from quite a lot of contact with then. Unlikely revo- 

, perhaps , businessmen and career (bureaucrats , yet insofar as their concern^ 
they must repudiate traditional nonsenses, or they have to abandon

s most of thaw are tryingt to do something coherent, they choose 
o. That is revolution , the revolution tomrds real "urpose and what
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our salvation,
probl am s , that
Jihn Lilburno tho Lovelier
Parliament and using tho dock as a rotruin
made him remark ’ I think it a fouls
England aro in peril 1
as much as anything, our future depends 
disobedience*

goes for Brezhnev and Kosygin as 
'hich is getting closer, end wo have 

so far as Ilan is able to 
but ho is able to inhabit 
In that world we would

since ISve offered few
character is lmian bloodyriindedness—

, inventor of mass demonstrations
, all thetochniquos

shame to sit in a whole
Let us cultivate that attribute ,

on our present cultivated capacity for orderly

politics of tlio environment will not
a ground for demagogue

n it will in turn, tend to rationality so far as that within the capacity 
rationality oducutod as to human emotional natural history, paying duo

that human survival now depends- that, and
of ordinary people to thomilitant irrationalities of society as wc now soo it
I think if there is one evolved human caharactor which night well prove 

solutions iii/this lecture and have mainly p0SC£[
tho bloodynindodnoss which made honest

and presenting petitions to
s of later revolutionaries, It
skin while lib or ties of

rationally and inflexibly? I think

have a zero- grov/th environmental economy
participation ,
to bo non-expendable and are brought or rented like real estate®
faster or noisier aircraft , and no' firms go bust going overboard lookin . for then 
There wc have only optimal oircraft-
and where research and development
insights thrown in , rather to up-r 
moasur in caso any Hitlers or Enoch Pow'olls or Spiro Agnews get any ideas , there is a 
militant , articulate , and non-coorcible public- non coercible because it is indispensable 
to the complex sort of life we live in* We’ve got a choice, and the choice is between 
falling into that particular canyon and having to email up thoothor side , which is tho ' 
traditional vny mankinds deals with those tilings , or hopefully, preparing for tho transi
tion in as orderly and rational a manner as wc aro able - and at least keeping the violence 
involved to a minimum^ That is going to bo difficult , simply because , all ideologies 
apart, thopaitorn of life we have - frustration with inofficionejr , crowding ;it>.out 
sociality, high input without caxiunicatioil- is shorten .ng ou± tempers, all over the
world* That could be the answer to liircuso- prosperity of this sort doesn’t bring oven 
metricious contentment , still loss acquiosonco.

How wo lenow very well the nw protest ;hich I talked about can^bc irrational 
and it can act out, too, but it has a, current of practicality on its side® At least it 
rocognis^sas convontiona.l liberalism is only novi beginning to recognize, tliouniquoncss Of 
the precise predicament, between tho need for organiz ation and consensus and the built-in 
ino apacity of current governments and institutions for rationail organization, or for 
perceiving and managin the irrational sensibly, which is another tas and oven harder ono# 
A now politics of Hie environment vaill not, of course necessarily be rational ( its as 
good a ground for dema,gogu.es and hostility as any other) but if its practical in toms of 
self interest then it vail in turn, tend to nationality so far as that
of man* It is on rationality educated as '
consideration to tho non rational side of
tho rosistance

to intend that they hould ,
• The consciousness of that need is
confused. Tho role of protest tn sub 
be the leading political feature of the

Medoival English society
Laai, but by tie fact that peasants
a son so is roturnin
is becoming loss, :
revolt and popular
it could boat a general
middle class blacklogs
they couId still drive train
socialists nationalize things and fo
century model, while a
■Juvite african racists to safeguard our naa 
as Pharaoh’s mummy, and it only needs a push 
traditional preoccupations and methods
arguablo*

short
* well as for Congress
* built no bridges over it*
* inhabit one. Ho is never able to inhabit a vl 

one whore hb has a rational perception of his
L _ 1______ _ ______

0.-

As to. insti tutions aro wo in favour of them-or aro we againot-thom? Democracy, the 
Constitution of the United States ,the institution of tho U.S*S.R. - I think that its 
not that we’re for or against them but tliat wo now soo that they arc bound to bo shams 
unless they arc made to function in spirit , m past institutional liberals purported

, by constant and unrelenting extra - institutional militancy 
today genuinely popular, I belcivo, even when it’s
stance , as against paper revolution may ,to my mind, 

now style, 
was such modified end tempered , not by tho Rulo of 
wore also export archers* That situation passed, but in

g. The power of elephantine authority has reached a point at which it i 
not more. Urban technological society is highly vulnerable to popular

1 protests. In Britain today wc have a government which still talks as if 
strike by putting in middle class blacklegs and troops®Toll

could certainly deliver the irailsj in 1926 General Strike in Britain 
s* Hot any more, not modern trains* Hie world in which fossil 

soil tori os ’ drive the men to hoel( on the 19 th
fossil and decomposing Foreign Secretary concludes treaties with

i,val presence in the pacific, is just about as dead 
i* But whether it is any deader than tho

of other countries, East West , is to my wind Highly /
wny ahead of all of us - and this 
and Parliament- thoro is a canyon w

On the other side is a rational world,
volly rational one,

own i rra ti onali ty•
whoro planning is in,, or tan t but includes

where all tho automobiles arc built like Rolls Royces because they have 
vherc there arc no bigger

is go bust going overboard. looKin . for then , but 
updated jot equivalents of the DC J if ycu like,
'0 geared to judgement and thought , with e notio nal 
over or paranoiac technology5 and where assa safety 

s or Spiro Agnews fact any ideas
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. The Biology Of Ageing.
*
Come Out To Play,

Life Without Principle - H.D.Thoreau.




